
Record orders for new aircraft,
engines and UAVs are about
to enter commercial service.

There are now on the books several
new clean-sheet aircraft design pro-
grams including the Bombardier
Learjet 85, Cessna Citation Colum-
bus and several Embraer aircraft, all
planning to be certified in the next
few years. Along with the new air-
craft are numerous STC programs
and flightdeck technologies such as
the Global Vision cockpit with
Fusion-based displays announced
by Bombardier. And we should not
leave out the new VLJs, tiltrotor and
new rotorcraft, SpaceShip 1, speech
recognition processes and auto-
nomous vehicle operations, all soon

to be introduced for operation in
commercial airspace. The success
and timing of these programs hinges
on the support and expertise of
FAA. So what better way to cele-
brate FAA’s 50th anniversary than to
be busier than anyone can recall.

From a buyer’s perspective, the
purchase of a bizjet comes with an
expectation of both a delivery date
and performance as advertised.
Getting that new bizjet into the
buyer’s hands requires the success-
ful demonstration by the aircraft
manufacturer to FAA—a fact most
buyers don’t consider or worry
about. But the technical expertise of
OEMs has to be mirrored within
FAA, and the agency’s availability is
critical to getting your bizjet on
time. As technology changes, things
like new software verification pro-
cesses and new performance testing

methods are continually being
developed by FAA to keep pace
with industry. This new high-tech
capability within FAA has improved
dramatically and most notably over
the past 8 years. A once reluctant
FAA has moved past rules and tech-
nology of the 1940s, and with a
new base of professionals is now
leading all kinds of development at
home and internationally.

Meet the high-tech FAA

For many, FAA is an organization
that mostly provides air traffic ser-
vices, dotted with an occasional
meeting with safety inspectors. But
for bizjet manufacturers, the inter-
action with FAA starts soon after a
new project begins. During the
course of development, FAA’s efforts
will include test pilots, engineers
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FLIGHTDECK TECHNOLOGY

FAA Flight Technologies and Procedures Division Mgr John McGraw (L) and Associate Administrator for Aviation Safety Nick Sabatini check out
Rockwell Collins Pro Line Fusion cockpit. This FAA team is at the center of certification and transition of new technologies such as enhanced vision,
synthetic vision, ADS-B new flightdeck displays, new aircraft systems and the introduction of UAVs into commercial airspace.

Advancing technologies at FAA

New flightdeck and aircraft certification programs
in record numbers are currently in the pipeline.
By Glenn Connor
Pres, Discover Technology Intl
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and other experts throughout the
country, from Atlanta to Alaska.
Counterparts of the industry in each
major technical area of expertise
are staffed within FAA. This govern-
ment base of expertise also includes
many versed in the law and regula-
tions—a critical part of the agency’s
ability to support bizjet advances.

Some of the major high-tech and
aircraft certification groups need to
be mentioned, beginning with the
people who guide the agency in
Washington DC. At the top is the
current Acting FAA Administrator,
Bobby Sturgell. A former US naval
aviator and United Airlines pilot,
Sturgell is unapologetic for pressing
for industry collaboration with FAA.
It was this spirit of collaboration
and hard work that won the FAA/
industry ADS-B team the Collier
Trophy this year. Key to this proud
moment in FAA’s history was people
who understand the technology and
fly airplanes.

The primary organization respon-
sible for new aircraft technology
and certification starts at the office
of the Associate Administrator for
Aviation Safety and is run by Nick
Sabatini. A former city cop and
police helicopter pilot who rose
through the ranks of the FAA Flight
Standards Service, Sabatini has
been one of the agency’s key lead-
ers of the current crop of FAA head-
quarters staff who have modernized
FAA and the national airspace. This
has been quite an effort, and as the
industry has begun to change,

Headquarters people have support-
ed and fostered new technology,
such as efficient aircraft designs and
revolutionary cockpits, through new
rulemaking efforts and policy
updates. Also within this part of
FAA are the Aircraft Certification
Service, Flight Standards Service
and Rulemaking. These offices
stretch from Washington DC across
the country, with key facilities in
Atlanta GA, Boston MA, Long
Beach CA, Seattle WA and Wichita
KS, to support the certification and
operational approval of new aircraft
and technology.

The Aircraft Certification Service,
headed by John Hickey, has overall
responsibility for certification, and

is supported across the country at
the Transport Directorate in Seattle
and the Small Aircraft Directorate in
Wichita. These groups define the
safety criteria for aircraft and sys-
tems, test methods and verify the
manufacturers’ claim of safety and
performance from an engineering
and pilot standpoint. Many new
technology approvals have come
from larger aircraft or Transport
Directorate programs, but in fact
certification of SVS, GPS/WAAS and
ADS-B was squired into operations
by the Small Aircraft Directorate.

Another key organization in
Washington that supports both tech-
nical and operational procedures is
Flight Technology and Procedures
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Mark Humphreys, an FAA pilot from the Aircraft Evaluation Group in
Long Beach CA, flies the Kollsman EFVS and SV-PFD aboard a Gulf-
stream G450. Crew procedures and training requirements are part of
the approval of new technology.

Dale Dunford of FAA’s Transport Directorate in Seattle WA is responsi-
ble for the airworthiness and certification of aircraft systems such as
HUDs for commercial aircraft.

FAA AIR 130 Nav Team Aerospace Engineer Lou Volchansky evaluates latest LCD HUD. FAA and
industry participation in development efforts has helped the industry define standards for sys-
tem development and certification of new technology like EFVS and SVS.



Division AFS 400, headed by John
McGraw and his assistant, Acting
Asst Division Mgr Les Smith. This
group includes specialists in flight
operations, low visibility and new
technology such as navigation sys-
tems, and enhanced flight vision
systems and synthetic vision sys-
tems (EFVS and SVS, respectively).
FAA even has offices responsible for
spaceflight operations and groups
tasked with certification of un-
manned aircraft systems (UASs),
which are now beginning to roam
the skies in support of law enforce-
ment, forest service and firefighting.

The process of development and
test work with manufacturers of
new aircraft and technology typical-
ly begins with a meeting convened
with FAA. The meetings can be with
local FAA for minor modifications
to an individual aircraft, or include
a team of experts in flight test and
aircraft certification from around the
country. EFVS certification, for
example, included almost every
major group in FAA. The agency
brought in test pilots from Atlanta,
Long Beach and Washington DC,
human factors and displays experts,
even specialists in aircraft icing for
the enhanced vision sensor win-
dow. After the system was certified,
simulators were evaluated and ap-
proved, training programs and
course syllabus approved, and even
the simulator model was tested and
certified.

UASs challenge process

A new item in commercial avia-
tion is the UAS. Although at present
mostly being put into service for
surveillance and border patrol,
many local municipalities, the US
Forest Service and other groups are
being attracted to UASs. This is
because their payload flexibility and
tool-like functionality can come
without the fuss of big runways and
even larger fuel and operating costs.
For the uninitiated, the size of these
machines can range from tiny to full
scale. Some of these craft weigh
only 40lbs. The Forest Service has
been able to task large UASs from
the USAF for support fires that tend
to rage in California and parts west.

The elaborate infrared systems on
the UASs can see through smoke as
if it were not even there, giving fire-
fighters real-time information need-
ed to abate the fire. But these
machines have to fly in commercial
airspace, and so are regulated by
the only civil agency task with safe-
ty approval and oversight—FAA.

Certification of UASs is being tai-
lored within the framework of FAR
91, the basis of all general aviation
operations. Airframe and system
approvals are following the certifi-
cation process for small and trans-
port aircraft known as Parts 23 and
25. By removing the pilot, there is a
new challenge in defining safety cri-
teria on these vehicles. For exam-
ple, see-and-avoid in manned air-
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FAA Aviation Safety Inspector Marcello Mirabelli with the Bell TR918. Vehicles like this are now called un-
manned aircraft systems (UASs). The Bell TR918 was developed for commercial use and certified by FAA.
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Elbit Systems of
America/Kollsman

VP Commercial
Aviation Roy Gentry
(L) discusses the lat-

est EFVS develop-
ments with AFS 410
Flight Deck Human

Factors Engineer
Terry Stubblefield. 
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craft requires that a pilot maneuver
to avoid traffic, and hitting some-
thing normally results in all of the
blame put on the pilot. Passing and
right-of-way rules, a learned task at
the early stage of training, has not
yet been demonstrated to FAA’s sat-
isfaction. Attended UASs that are
remotely but human-controlled are
argued to be as good as a manned
platform. High-definition cameras
and other sensors no doubt will
exceed the standard pilot “Mark 1”
eyeball. But that superbionic func-
tion is only good as long as the
datalink between the attending pilot
and UAS many miles away is work-
ing. Certification of systems and
finding common points for UAS
avionics and operations are a new
regulatory challenge for FAA. What
many OEMs and operators may
have also overlooked is that FAA is
also required to maintain an opera-
tions and maintenance oversight
and inspection force for these new
flying machines. Fifty years of ser-
vice has prepared FAA for aircraft
certification—5 years of experience
with UASs is just the beginning of a
new era for FAA, and offers many
new opportunities to engineers and
others.

Budget woes and deliveries

Today’s corporate aircraft are the
most advanced in the world. And
the prize of winning a spot on the
flightdecks of these aircraft is cher-
ished and heavily competitive—cer-
tification of new aircraft and sys-
tems is moving at a pace not seen
by FAA for decades. FAA’s efforts to
keep up now include practically
every group the agency has. Inter-
national collaboration is also high
on FAA’s agenda.

But a concern in the commercial
aerospace industry has been the
possibility that the FAA Aircraft
Certification Service would down-
size its organization through attri-
tion of engineering staff and reduce
the level of services it provides.
Staffing is an ongoing challenge to
FAA, and the tidal wave of new pro-
grams has put pressure on the agen-
cy not felt in a long time. The
demand by the aerospace industry,
where time is real money, is the
need for FAA to support all pro-
grams without unwarranted delays.

The General Aviation Manu-
facturers Association (GAMA), rep-
resenting more than 60 of the
world’s leading manufacturers of
GA aircraft, engines, avionics and
related equipment, began cam-
paigning on this point in 2004.
GAMA pointed out that for the US
alone the consequences of a weakly
staffed FAA would not only drag out
programs but weaken the country’s
aerospace industries—a crucial ele-
ment of the national economy. The
US Congress seemed to hear the
call. The agency’s budget seems to
be getting better these days with
increases starting in 2006 that may
extend through the 2009 timeframe,
and will help in hiring more engi-
neers and specialist. But FAA is also
competing for the same talent pool
as industry, and shortages are
occurring in both government and
manufacturers.

Agency of the future 

Most of the new technology push
is coming from corporate and gen-
eral aviation. The numbers of new
aircraft with EFVS, HUDs and SVS
are moving into double digits, and
the innovations of navigation sys-

tems, datalink, EFBs and inflight
entertainment is remarkable. Col-
laboration of US industry and FAA
is the root of the success of the pos-
itive US trade balance in aerospace. 

The health of FAA’s budget and
the attraction of new people to gov-
ernment service who know aviation
are critical to the success of corpo-
rate aviation. A struggling FAA bud-
get and engineering shortage could
mean we all have to get in line and
wait for that one critical resource
we do not control—FAA’s schedule.
To keep pace with new aircraft
deliveries and get them on time,
FAA will need to expand its exper-
tise in software systems, flight con-
trols, flight test and test pilot staff.
Expertise in the foibles of UASs is
also a new line of business for FAA,
and staffing will be critical.

I personally am not a big-govern-
ment guy, but in this case FAA has
proven its value. In fact, over the
past few years, FAA has been an
essential part of the success story
for aviation in the US, often ignored
or missed by the buyer. Stuff gets
done, and the FAA folks who show
up and peer into the future with the
rest of us know what they are doing.
By contrast, in Europe, for example,
almost 8 years after FAA certified
EFVS, there is still no operational
approval. In the US, the short-term
future will see the certification of
several new UASs, and new cockpit
technologies such as EFVS and SVS
fusion. And numerous new aircraft
of every size and shape will be
approved for service.

So at FAA you will see many civil
servants come to work early and
stay late because they enjoy it.
These FAA folks seem to have a skip
in their step, anxious to get to the
next piece of technology, hoping no
one notices that it’s supposed to be
work. And this is a good thing, or
else our bizjet business of innova-
tion would soon go the way of the
pyramids.
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Glenn Connor is 
the president of
Discover Technology
Intl and is a
researcher and pilot
specializing in the
development of
enhanced vision 

systems and advanced avionics.

FAA Aviation
Inspector Ernie
Skiver evaluates an
EFVS training sys-
tem. Engineers and
pilots with hands-on
experience within
FAA are essential to
timely success of the
new aircraft pro-
grams.
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